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Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) were primarily introduced for defense application, with an objective of monitoring enemy’s activities without any human intervention. In recent years, introduction of IoT has added another dimension to volume of data. In this talk, we consider two complimentary scheme of handling data for instantaneous sensing and 24x7 transmitting important physiological signals. The first step consists of transmitting biomedical data at needed rate without affecting accuracy of results. The second step involves aggregation of data over period of time. Pulmonary Artery Pressure (PAP) and Electrocardiogram (ECG/EKG) are selected as two preliminary physiological signals for Cardio-Vascular Diseases (CVDs). We use a Wireless Body Area Sensor Network (WBASN) to get the physiological data from a user’s body and transmit them to a WBAN coordinator. The second step is to aggregate sensor data by combining overtime as signals change slowly over time. Effectiveness of such an aggregation scheme is illustrated by measuring the degree of compression for EEG scalp readings, gait measurement in patients with neurodegenerative conditions, and motor movement signals in normal subjects. Final comments are added to provide glimpse of what can be done to handle volume of biomedical data in the context of IoT.
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Abstract:

With today manufacturing technology, it is not possible to eliminate all defects and ensure every manufactured unit is perfect. Instead, each manufactured unit must be tested so that defective parts are not shipped to a customer. Different Test Strategies are commonly used since none is considered as optimal in terms of low defect level. Most companies use some but not all of the following three Test Strategies: the Static Voltage strategy, the Dynamic Voltage or Delay strategy, the Static or Dynamic Current (I_{DDX}) strategy.

While using different approaches, these different test strategies have a common objective: reveal the presence in the chip of defects or deviations that may create a dysfunction. Knowing the complexity of today defects, it is admitted that the classical fault models used for test generation cannot guarantee a satisfactory detection of defects. This implies that new test generation technique specifically oriented to defects have to be defined. So, we must analyze and understand the electrical behavior of the defect and describe its behavior through an adequate ‘defect model’. Then, defect simulation techniques and defect-oriented ATPG techniques must be proposed to allow specific test generation for these defects.

This presentation focuses on spot defects that manifest themselves as shorts or opens in the interconnect or in the MOS transistors: ‘Interconnect open’, ‘Interconnect short’, ‘Floating gate’, and ‘Gate-Oxide-Short’ are analyzed in detail using different model levels. For every defect, it is shown that the electrical behavior is in fact not predictable due to the presence of random parameters. In order to tackle the problem of unpredictability, unified concepts are proposed that allow new test generation techniques guaranteeing coverage of unpredictable defects.
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The Automata Processor (AP) developed by Micron Semiconductor is a fundamentally new hardware computing architecture capable of performing high-speed, comprehensive search and analysis of complex, unstructured data streams. A highly scalable fabric of interconnected processing elements, the AP delivers unprecedented, energy efficient parallelism while avoiding many of the complexities inherent in standard parallel programming. The Automata Processor is especially powerful because it implements natively in hardware the non-deterministic finite automata (NFA) paradigm from classic computer science theory. The non-determinism property allows many states to be active at once. This allows the AP to explore many potential candidate matches in parallel, thus making it capable of solving "fuzzy" matching problems, even those with combinatorial search spaces. In this regard, it bears some similarity to quantum computing. The AP is particularly effective at leveraging this property thanks to its large capacity. A single chip holds over 49,000 states, all of which are concurrently scanning and responding to the input stream; and Micron's initial boards will hold 32 chips, thus providing over 1.5 million states, all operating concurrently. The speaker is co-director of the UVA Center for Automata Processing (CAP) co-founded by Micron Semiconductor and the University of Virginia for fostering fundamental research on foundations and applications of automata computing.
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Abstract

Device reliability and manufacturability have emerged as dominant concerns in end-of-road CMOS and emerging nanotechnology devices. An increasing number of hardware failures are attributed to manufacturability or reliability problems. ITRS vision been described as:

“Relaxing the requirement of 100% correctness for devices and interconnects may dramatically reduce costs of manufacturing, verification, and test. Such a paradigm shift is likely forced in any case by technology scaling, which leads to more transient and permanent failures of signals, logic values, devices, and interconnects.”

Maintaining an acceptable manufacturing yield for chips containing tens of billions of transistors with wide variations in device parameters has been identified as a great challenge. Additionally today's nanoscale devices suffer from accelerated aging effects because of the extreme operating temperature and electric fields they are subjected to. Unless addressed in design, aging-related defects can significantly reduce lifetime of a product.

In this talk, we will discuss microarchitectural techniques for improving yield and reliability of homogeneous chip multiprocessors (CMP). The key concepts involve a hardware framework to enables utilizing the redundancies inherent in a multi-core system to keep the system operational in face of partial failures. We engage the existing resources to implement spatial and temporal redundancy. Such a service improves yield and reliability, at a slight loss of performance.

We will present results to show the feasibility and practicality of the solutions.
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